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April 23, 2015

Allison M. Macfarlane, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Ms. Macfarlane,

As a person residing inside the 50 mile radius around the Turkey Point nuclear plant and already
subjected to its dangers, I distressingly find myself a party to the ongoing licensing process for
two unsafe, untested AP1000 reactors which FPL wants to add to the site.

Last night, I attended the NRC's public meeting on the draft Environmental Impact Statement for
Turkey Point units 6 and 7. I must say the lack of preparedness and poor access to information
demonstrated by the NRC staff at this meeting were most distressing. NRC staff were
essentially unable to answer any public questions of significance. The agency's alternative
energy "expert" said that solar wasn't viable because the sun went away at night, an appalling
revelation of the agency's ignorance of modern salt storage and battery technologies for solar.
The NRC staff member was unaware of the 24/7 baseload solar power plant in Spain and was
totally ignorant of Florida efforts at rooftop solar, off-the-grid local power generation, and home
battery storage. The extent of his understanding of current US progress in solar energy was
revealed when he said that he "thought there might be some research [about solar] in California."

When asked to justify the electrical demand for a new plant, another staff member simply
reported that the state Public Utilities Commission had deemed it necessary. The senior NRC
staff member presiding over the event demonstrated a total ignorance of hydrological conditions
in South Florida and around the Turkey Point site when she announced that staff had determined
the impact to local water supplies would be "small." The assembled public spent the rest of the
evening learning just how many critical environmental facts draft EIS had failed to uncover.

It is clear from the actions of the NRC's poorly-informed staff that due diligence was not
performed in researching and writing the draft EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7. The NRC has failed
to meet its obligation to protecting people and the environment by ignoring or failing to discover
crucial information about the environmental and health impacts of siting two new nuclear plants
alongside two existing plants and near to such a large, water-starved population. In addition to
the comments I presented orally last night, I add my voice to the many others at the meeting who
demand a revised and complete Environmental Impact Statement which address the issues
outlined in this letter.

It is telling that no fewer than four local mayors and a state representative were in attendance to
speak out against the draft EIS on behalf of their constituents. The meeting facilitator made a
grievous error in trying to hurry the mayor of Miami off the podium as he continued to point out
the appalling environmental impacts of the proposed plants, particularly on our drinking water



supply. The fact that our elected representatives have no power over the NRC's licensing
process other than to stand at the podium like their fellow citizens shows that the licensing
process for nuclear power plants in this country is anything but democratic.

The most serious shortcomings in the draft EIS relate to radiation releases and accident
mitigation. Although the staff present at last night's meeting tried to shift questions about radiation
off to a closed-door safety review which does not allow public participation, the truth of the
matter is that safety and environmental impact cannot be separated when it comes to the
manufacture and release of fission products, whether intentional or unintended. Every
radioactive isotope created at the proposed plants is both a safety hazard and an environmental
hazard.

Even precluding their release, the mere creation of radioactive isotopes such as plutonium with
its 24,000 year half life poses unavoidable risks to health and the environment. Storing these
elements in spent fuel pools such as FPL proposes for Turkey Point 6 and 7 creates a serious
environmental threat to the people, land, air, and water of this community. The NRC cannot
persist in a shell game that pretends radiation isn't both a safety and environmental concern.

To put it succinctly, there is no way that the NRC can claim to meet its legal obligations to public
health and environmental safety in licensing the construction of these plants in South Florida.
The combination of the AP1000's new and untested "passive safety" features and the particular
meteorological, hydrological, and population density characteristics of the area preclude the legal
licensing of Turkey Point 6 and 7. It is quite possible that the plants will never be built, if FPL
decides, for example that their use would be uneconomical.

Another way these plants could be abandoned is by the advance of solar and battery
technology. The Gemasol solar plant in Spain already operates 24 hours a day thanks to molten
salt energy storage and has done so since 2013. Just this week, the New York Times carried a
story about Tesla's deployment of 400 home solar storage batteries which allow their owners to
run solar electricity at night, including installations at Wal-Mart stores. The company announced
that its next solar storage product will be a utility grade battery. With 24/7 solar generation and
home solar energy storage by batteries already a reality, it is inconceivable that Florida would
need baseload nuclear energy at the time of the plant's projected opening 15 years from the start
of construction. In fact, it's more likely that Florida would suffer from a glut of electricity produced
off the grid, causing FPL to move away from their costly investments in nuclear and fossil fuel
plants.

Thanks to Florida law, FPL is already charging ratepayers for planning and licensing Turkey
Point 6 and 7 and the company will continue to do so up until the moment construction is
abandoned, at which point FPL keeps any remaining funds they've collected and passes them to
their shareholders. For the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission to participate in such
a con job, or even appear to be associated with it, is unconscionable.



In lieu of the traditional "defense in depth" safety features found in conventional nuclear power
plants, the AP1000 design proposes a set of unproven "passive safety" features which are
assumed to prevent or contain a meltdown accident without human intervention. The proposed
plants share a number of design problems with the reactors and fuel pools at Fukushima Daiichi,
problems compounded by the removal of traditional safety features as a cost-saving measure.

Severely Compromised Emergency Cooling
The most important safety function of any nuclear power plant, emergency cooling, is the most
severely compromised in the AP1000 design. Its predominant feature is a water supply tank
located on top of the reactor building which offers only a 3 day supply of cooling water. If a plant
emergency lasts more than 3 days, humans are expected to come refill the tank. In a meltdown
situation, radiation at the site would severely limit human access, making further cooling difficult
or impossible. With life threatening radiation levels surrounding the fuel pools there, workers at
Fukushima were not able to physically approach the plant to assist in cooling and they would not
be able to approach Turkey Point 6 or 7, either. Storm surge levels at the Turkey Point site can
also preclude access by personnel. The draft EIS fails to consider the environmental impacts of
the anticipated fission product releases from a station blackout condition lasting more than 3
days and completely the evidence of historical and predicted storm surge height at the site.

It cannot be reasonably assumed that the AP1000 design will do a better job of preventing a
meltdown by having only a single large cooling tank on top instead of a series of backup pumps
and water supplies. The cooling design itself is dubious, involving dripping water around the
outside of the containment building rather than over the fuel rods themselves. Placed in direct
sunlight on the roof as it is, the cooling tank's water is subjected to solar heating, which further
reduces its potential cooling effect. The top-heavy nature of the tank's location makes the
reactor building particularly susceptible to hurricane damage and therefore especially unsuited
for South Florida.

In its mission to protect public safety and health, the NRC must err on the side of caution and
presume that a beyond design basis accident will resemble what took place at Fukushima and,
given the particular conditions at the Turkey Point site, also involve an extended station blackout
lasting longer than 3 days combined with site inaccessibility due to storm surge or flooding.
Given the hard evidence that an accident involving a similar arrangement of multiple units, the
loss of on-site power, and high radioactivity due to meltdown has already occurred, the draft EIS
for Turkey Point 6 and 7 is substantially incomplete as it assumes on human access to prevent
catastrophic environmental releases when it may not be possible for humans to reach Turkey
Point during or following a hurricane. The draft EIS omits any discussion of the environmental
impact of a station blackout lasting longer than 3 days or one involving long-term site
inaccessibility due to storm surge, even though both of those events are anticipated to occur at
the site.



Single Containment in Problematic Building
Unlike traditional reactors with two containment structures, the AP1000 design offers only one.
In a setup Westinghouse calls "passive cooling," this containment building would be directly
exposed to the moist, salty, and corrosive air found at the Turkey Point site. The chimney-style
design takes in the warm, wet air outside the building, heats it further, and sends it out the top.
Nearly the entire outer surface of the containment vessel is exposed to the moist, corrosive sea
air at the proposed site. Incidents of severe corrosion, including complete holes through
containment vessels, have been discovered at other nuclear plants in the United States located
in far less harsh environments.

The draft EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7 fails to consider that the containment vessel could be
compromised by the highly corrosive environment at the site or to compare the corrosion rates
of such a vessel in South Florida's climate with those of the locations where reactor containment
perforations have already occurred. A leak in the containment vessel of any size is an event
which presents a substantial risk to human health and the environment. It is a risk which can
only increase over the proposed plant lifetime of 60 years as the vessel continues to be attacked
by moisture and minerals from the outside and radiation from the inside. The draft EIS omits any
study of the long term effects of corrosion from the outside of the containment vessel under the
lifetime aging conditions of the plant, including aging of materials due to nuclear stresses.

The outer building, which offers no containment function, is made of a new steel and concrete
composite deemed proprietary by Westinghouse. No buildings have ever been built of this
material in the United States and Westinghouse refuses to disclose its composition, preventing
independent testing. The NRC's own lead structural engineer famously described the brittle
nature of this composite when he said that it could "shatter like a glass cup" upon impact. After
pointing out to Westinghouse that the proposed material wouldn't meet standard nuclear building
codes for reinforced structures, the NRC accepted the company's reply that computer models
were equivalent. When the primary part of the reactor building, called Module #2, failed in a
Westinghouse test, the company claimed the test results were proprietary and couldn't be
released to the public.

The irregular physical design of the proposed reactor buildings and support structures,
combined with the use of a new, unproven material, make it impossible to model the plant's
structural behavior using any existing computer code. In a hurricane, the reactor building, rooftop
cooling pool, or fuel storage pool could be damaged in unpredictable ways, posing an
exceptional and unjustifiable risk to public safety and the environment. The nearby location of
Miami International Airport and the even closer Homestead Air Reserve Base add another level
of danger as any accident or terrorist incident involving the considerable low-altitude air traffic in
the vicinity could damage the reactor buildings. The primary emergency cooling tank, the highest
point above ground level, presents a particular risk, as does the spent fuel storage pool its
poorly protected location.



The draft EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7 fails to examine how the building design and materials
would affect the plant's structural integrity during hurricane winds or impact from a
hurricane-launched object. Should the reactor building or fuel processing building be damaged in
a storm, the resulting release of fission products would present a serious environmental and
health impact which remains unexamined. The emergency cooling support structure, being the
reactor building itself, presents a new and unjustifiably risky design, while the open fuel pool in
an unreinforced building at ground level simply repeats the problems found at Fukushima. The
draft EIS is incomplete because it lacks a model for hurricane damage to crucial plant structures
around the reactor and fuel pool and the potential for ensuing fission product release.

Untested In-Core Condensation Cooling
In lieu of redundant cooling systems and water supplies in the reactor core, the AP1000 design
relies on a completely new and untested method of in-core emergency cooling. It purports to
circulate water from a single pool without pumps using only convection and condensation. The
NRC has questioned the legitimacy of such a cooling method, which is likely to be just as
impossible as it sounds. In an emergency, the contents of a single pool of water will be dumped
into the bottom of the reactor containment vessel. The water is expected to evaporate or boil,
rising to the top of the vessel where it is collected as steam, condensed, and returned to the
bottom. The actual emergency removal of heat from the system is expected to be accomplished
not with multiple sources of water as in a traditional PWR reactor, by merely by the containment
vessel's air interface as described previously. Westinghouse refers to this strategy as "the
atmosphere is the ultimate heat sink." A better description might be that it's the only heat sink. It
is a single point of failure in all core cooling scenarios in the AP1000 design.

Without pumps, this in-core cooling system is claimed to be able to remove enough heat to
prevent core meltdown -- but only for 72 hours. After 3 days, human intervention is again
required, and the entire system will only function if there is no damage to any of its many parts,
especially the screens designed to keep out debris which would clog the condensation return
path. When challenged on how the system could prevent the screens themselves from
becoming clogged, Westinghouse again retreated to a proprietary claim and refused to disclose
the screen's makeup.

The draft EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7 fails to examine the environmental impacts of a meltdown
event resulting from the a failure of the in-core cooling system or its atmospheric heatsink,
especially during a hurricane when station blackout may last longer than 3 days and storm surge
may prevent worker access to the facility. The in-core cooling system relies on the circulation of
condensation and outdoor air cooling and the efficacy of these approaches has not been tested
under South Florida weather conditions.

Lacking the multiple backups of traditional emergency core cooling systems, the AP1000 design
relies on the environment to provide its cooling functions. There is no proof that this emergency
core cooling function will work in the year-round warm temperatures at Turkey Point and, if it
fails, the ensuing core meltdown would present a catastrophic and unacceptable risk to the



people and the environment of Miami-Dade, Broward, and Monroe counties, as well as to the
surrounding waterways of the United States. The draft EIS offers no evidence that the proposed
in-core cooling system, which relies strictly on air circulation around the outside of the
containment vessel for heat removal, will work as designed in the meteorological environment
found at the site.

Open Chimney Design
An essential part of the AP1000's emergency cooling is the chimney design in which the
containment vessel sits. The chimney draws in air from the side and spews it out the top,
unfiltered. Should any leak or breach of the containment vessel ever occur, the ensuing fission
products would be immediately carried up the chimney and out into the environment. The design
is reminiscent of the Windscale reactor in England which sprayed its radioactive leaks into the
atmosphere, resulting in widespread exposure to fallout and contamination of land, water, farm
animals, and crops. The narrow gap in between the containment vessel and the composite shell
prevents simple inspections, making it easy for containment leaks to go unnoticed while they
pour fission products into the sky. The design is full of small, moist spaces that will make it easy
for corrosion, and therefore leaks, to develop around the containment vessel, and these will be
immediately swept up and outside.

If the air inlets at the sides of the reactor building are blocked for any reason the crucial air
circulation function will be lost. Lacking the traditional array of redundant core cooling methods,
this chimney design represents a single point of failure for the AP1000's emergency cooling.
Both the water tank mounted on top and the pool to be dumped inside rely on the chimney air
interface to actually remove heat. At Fukushima, we saw how a hydrogen explosion at an older
reactor could launch debris that damaged a spent fuel pool at a different reactor. The Turkey
Point siting of two AP 1000's next to two older reactors would present a nearly identical situation.

Not only would Turkey Point 6 and 7's fuel pool buildings be susceptible to damage from an
accident at the older Turkey Point 3 and 4, so would the AP1000's chimneys which are essential
for every emergency core cooling scenario. Debris from any kind of accident or hurricane could
block part of this air circulation system, such as the filters at the air intake or the narrow annulus
that separates the containment vessel from the shell building, threatening the entire setup and
potentially leading to meltdown and massive release of fission products. A hydrogen explosion
or turbine accident at one of Turkey Point's other two, older nuclear plants could clog these
crucial air paths and prevent emergency cooling of one or both of the AP1000. The draft EIS for
Turkey Point 6 and 7 fails to take into account how the single point of failure represented by the
the AP1000's atmospheric cooling design could be further compromised by the older reactors at
the site or by hurricane damage.

The draft EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7 also fails consider how the corrosive sea air at the site
will affect its containment integrity, ignoring the NRC's own documentation of containment leaks
at other US nuclear facilities. The combination of the containment vessel and chimney design
add a new and unnecessary risk to people and to the environment, especially given the large



population in the affected area and the massive fission product release that could result from a
prolonged loss of cooling. The draft EIS also completely ignores the very serious issue of siting
the plant next to two existing, aging nuclear reactors. The NRC's own task force on Fukushima
found that sites with multiple nuclear plants present special concerns in the face of extended
station blackouts. They also increase the difficulties of emergency preparedness and
evacuations. The draft EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7 ignores the the NRC's own
recommendations from its Fukushima task force by looking at the two new reactors in isolation
and failing to take into account that placing a total of four reactors at the same site, differing in
age and design, will affect the plant's environmental impact during an accident.

Fukushima-Style Spent Fuel Pool
The AP1000 design stores spent fuel in a what is essentially an indoor swimming pool inside a
simple building constructed of the same brittle, untested material as the reactor housing. If the
water in this pool were to drain to a level where the fuel rods were exposed, radiation from the
fuel rods would be so intense that the spent fuel building would no longer be accessible by
human beings. Westinghouse design documents show that, depending on water level and the
amount and age of the fuel rods in the pool, spent fuel can melt down in a period of hours to
days. Although Westinghouse claims that the fuel pool can be kept cool for 7 days in an
emergency, some battery-backed parts of the system will only function for 24 hours. It is not
only conceivable, it is highly likely that a hurricane affecting Turkey Point would prevent human
access to the site for more than 24 hours or even 72 hours. The proposed on-site batteries,
themselves of little duration, could be easily wiped out by storm surge as they were at
Fukushima. Being at sea level, the entire area can become inaccessible during severe storm
surge flooding. The NRC's own assessment of the events of Hurricane Andrew reported that
workers were not able to reach the Turkey Point site for 5 days after the storm due to flooding. If
humans cannot reach and attend to the fuel pool and reactor cooling functions, a meltdown is
assured.

A fuel pool meltdown is particularly dangerous since the spent fuel rods sit in an open pool of
water, rather than inside a shielded reactor. The AP1000 fuel pellets are coated in a zinc alloy,
like those at Fukushima, which reacts with water and steam during an accident to produce
explosive hydrogen. A hydrogen explosion in the AP1000 fuel handling building would result in a
massive and catastrophic release of fission products, contaminating all of the Miami area as well
as the surrounding waterways and making the area unlivable for thousands of years. Less
severe accidents have also taken place in fuel pools of this design, each requiring a huge and
expensive cleanup. In many ways, an open spent fuel pool is a nuclear weapon which is already
deployed but is waiting to be activated. A terrorist attack on the poorly-protected fuel handling
building, especially by air, is a notable risk. Hurricane damage to the fuel pool building or its
cooling water supply equipment is of particular concern at Turkey Point, as without a constant
supply of water, a meltdown of the fuel rods is assured.

Operators of PWR reactors like the AP1000 often store the full core inventory in the spent fuel
pool during maintenance operations, alongside the older fuel kept in long-term storage there. The



larger the number of rods in the fuel pool at one time, the greater the risk of criticality accidents,
meltdown, hydrogen explosion, and the release of fission products. An extended station
blackout, terrorist attack, or aircraft accident taking place when the fuel pool was full or nearly
full presents a risk to human health and the environment of unprecedented proportions. Fission
releases from fuel pool meltdowns at Fukushima were one of the principal sources of land and
water contamination and human exposure to radiation. Spent fuel pools at Japanese reactors
typically have far fewer fuel rods than their US counterparts owing to that country's use of spent
fuel reprocessing.

In the four years since the events at Fukushima, the NRC has allowed the start of construction
of AP1000 plants in Georgia and South Carolina with spent fuel pools that are no different from
pre-Fukushima designs. Those plants are situated at inland, rural locations. Turkey Point is
located on the Atlantic Ocean near a major metropolitan area. A fuel pool accident or hydrogen
explosion at Turkey Point 6 or 7 presents an unjustifiable risk to the large human population,
Florida Everglades National Park, and to the marine environment along the coast including
Biscayne Bay National Park. Fuel pool meltdowns were and continue to be the cause of the
largest releases of radioactivity from Fukushima, where the surrounding land has become
uninhabitable and the plant continues to pour dangerously radioactive water into the sea every
day as the utility company attempts to prevent further criticalities.

A catastrophic release of radiation into the waters around Turkey Point would have devastating
consequences for tourism and shipping industries as the plant sits alongside one of the most
heavily trafficked waterways of the United States and just south of important sea ports at Miami
and Fort Lauderdale. The potential economic impacts of radioactively contaminating these ports
and waterways is staggering. The draft EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7 is incomplete because it
fails to take into account the site's location alongside economically and biologically critical
waterways of the United States. The proposed plant's fuel pool design is dangerous in its
similarities to Fukushima, a danger compounded by the use of new and unproven building
materials. The draft EIS completely omits these important considerations of the proposed siting
and the resulting hazards they present to the environment and public health.

Hydrogen Explosions
Hydrogen explosions in two spent fuel pools at Fukushima allowed the fission products from
self-sustaining fuel rod fires to be released into the environment with catastrophic results. The
hydrogen results from the zinc alloy coating on the fuel pellets reacting with the water and steam
inside a melting pile of fuel rods. Although the AP1000's containment vessel contains hydrogen
igniters which claim to be able to explode the hydrogen before the hydrogen explodes the
building, these are unproven systems which only work in computer models. The most vulnerable
part of the plant, the spent fuel pool, has no hydrogen igniters at all.

When hydrogen ignited above the spent fuel pools at Fukushima it blew off part of the roof of the
building. This wasn't hard to do, as the fuel pools were located outside of the containment
structure. Despite what transpired at Fukushima, the proposed reactors at Turkey Point 6 and 7



present an identical risk to people and the environment by virtue of using zinc alloy coated fuel
pellets and racking them in the same type of unprotected pool.

The draft EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7 fails to demonstrate how hydrogen explosions will be
avoided during a core or fuel pool meltdown scenario, despite the agency's own Fukushima task
force recommendations on this subject. The most dangerous scenario for Turkey Point is also
the most likely to occur, an extended station blackout combined with extensive site flooding due
to a hurricane. Although extended station blackout and storm surge flooding have taken place at
Turkey Point already and are expected to continue or even increase in the future as a result of
climate change, the draft EIS fails to examine any aspect of this site-specific scenario. A
hydrogen explosion which opened the reactor core or the top of the fuel processing building
would result in a widespread release of fission products, potentially making the entire Miami
metropolitan area uninhabitable for thousands of years.

Cooling with Radioactive Waste Water
The primary source of cooling water for the proposed Turkey Point 6 and 7 reactors is waste
water from Miami. Some of this water will be turned into steam and released into the surrounding
environment, along with its constituent pesticides, inorganic solvents, industrial wastes,
household chemicals, and dissolved pharmaceuticals. This waste water turned into steam will
spread out into clouds over the entire population of Miami-Dade and Broward counties and rain
down on the population with its chemical, waste, and pharmaceutical components, creating
polluted air vapors and polluted rainfall.

The radioactive portion of the waste water is proposed to be diverted to underground wells
located near important aquifers and fresh water supplies, exposing the residents, animals, and
plants in the surrounding areas to water laced with tritium and other dangerous radioactive
isotopes. Two nearby municipal water supplies have already filed comments with the NRC
objecting to the proposed injection of chemically and radioactive contaminated wastewater so
near to their communities' drinking water supplies. In addition to their waste water use, Turkey
Point 6 and 7 would use vast quantities of drinking water, making it unavailable for people and
agricultural uses. Florida already suffers from a lack of fresh water and the further encroachment
upon our supply necessitated by the proposed plants would create a substantial and unjustifiable
impingement upon the environment resulting in a hazard to human health.

Problems with cooling ponds at the existing Turkey Point 3 and 4 reactors have already led to
unprecedented use of freshwater by those plants as they attempt to reverse the toxic salinity the
plants already introduce into Biscayne Bay. The water cycle in South Florida simply cannot
afford the demands of four nuclear plants and the NRC cannot permit their radioactive effluents
to be released in such close proximity to local drinking water supplies as the Turkey Point siting
would require.

The draft EIS is incomplete because it fails to examine the migration paths of effluent water from
the proposed plant's deep injection wells and the resulting threat to the water supply of 4 million



people. The draft EIS also omits any analysis of the chemical constituents of the aerosolized
effluents as well as any modeling of the synergistic effects of adding two new plants a site which
has already reached unacceptable levels of fresh water use. Furthermore, the draft EIS neglects
any study of the impact of the radial collector wells on the salinity of the waters of Biscayne Bay
National Park, an irreplaceable environmental resource. Water is Florida's most important
environmental asset. In failing to fully examine the impact of both its proposed use of fresh water
and the plant's effluent injection and wastewater aerosols, the draft EIS proves to be fatally
incomplete.

No Viable Evacuation Option
Any accident at Turkey Point serious enough to create widespread environmental contamination
by fallout will also necessitate evacuation of large numbers of the resident population, making
evacuation a factor in environmental impact planning. Allowing a total of four nuclear reactors to
Turkey Point would mean paradoxically siting of one of the country's largest nuclear reactor
installations alongside an urban population of 4 million people. Siting at this location presents an
extreme hazard to public health and safety in the event of an evacuation due to catastrophic
environmental release of radiation. South Florida is laid out along the coast of the Atlantic Ocean
and lacks evacuation routes to the west.

Traffic flow to and from the Florida Keys is entirely constrained by a single road and, in essence,
most South Florida traffic is constrained to three roads: US 1, Highway 95, and the Florida
Turnpike. Bounded by the Everglades to the west, Florida simply does not have the east-west
transportation infrastructure to make evacuation from Turkey Point viable. In the event of an
emergency, all traffic flow would be constrained to the same north-south evacuation routes along
the coast. By virtue of the road system ending in the Florida Keys, evacuation southward is also
an impossibility, leaving northward travel by three roadways as the only evacuation option in
case of a nuclear accident at any of the four reactors which would constitute the Turkey Point
site if units 6 and 7 were completed and fueled.

On a typical weekday, Miami and Fort Lauderdale experience considerable delays in trying to
use these north-south roadways. During holidays, the corridor between Homestead and Key
West is known to be particularly impassible. Hurricane evacuations from the Keys take 3-4
times as long as a trip during any other time, and none of these is a mass catastrophe on the
order of a severe accident at Turkey Point. South Florida simply does not the geography or the
road system to handle a mass evacuation such as would be necessitated by a serious nuclear
accident at Turkey Point today and adding two more reactors to the site would only compound
the problem.

The draft EIS for Turkey Point 6 and 7 is incomplete because it fails to take into account the
problems of evacuating the large population surrounding the plant when only a few northbound
travel options exist and these are already constrained. Lacking a clear and workable evacuation
plan, any significant radiation release (not just a meltdown) would present a considerable and
unjustifiable hazard to human health and the environment. The resulting attempt by the public to



evacuate a nuclear accident despite the lack of viable roadways could lead to violence, car
crashes, and other hazards to people. The draft EIS is incomplete because it did not compare
evacuation problems and options with other proposed sites.

Conclusion
At the time of its creation, the NRC was charged with serving as the public's guardian over the
activities of civilian nuclear power plants such as those at Turkey Point. The law which formed
the NRC did so with the purpose of separating the function of protecting the public from the
task of promoting nuclear energy. The NRC is to have no role in aiding the nuclear industry or
in promoting the development of its products or agenda. It is not the agency's job to justify,
rationalize, or encourage the industry's attempts to spread nuclear power. Yet faced with
overwhelming public support for true clean energy options, particularly the solar option in South
Florida, the NRC finds itself continually defending the nuclear industry's sales pitch. The
lighthearted, promotional tone of the summary EIS materials presented at the April 22nd public
meeting was shocking and reprehensible. As an informed and concerned citizen, I urge the
agency to clean up its act. If the people of the United States decide that there is no future in
nuclear power, as the people of Australia, Belgium, Germany, Italy, Japan, the Philippines,
Sweden, and Switzerland have already decided, then the NRC will simply have to accept that
fact and "go out of business," as one commenter on regulations.gov recommended.

The NRC's slogan points out that the sole purpose of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
"protecting people and the environment." Licensing of the AP1000 design at Turkey Point would
represent a catastrophic failing on the agency's part on both counts. It would shatter what little
public confidence in the agency might exist and, should an accident ensue, would mean the end
of nuclear power in the United States forever. As the agency charged with protecting the people
of this community, you must reject these unsafe reactors as if you and your loved ones lived
nearby, for I and 5 million other people do just that.

Given now the incontrovertible evidence that the applicant's COL for Turkey Point 6 and 7
presents unacceptable risks to human health and the environment, I demand that the NRC
swiftly and conclusively terminate these licensing proceedings.

Thank you for your attention,

David Bethune
david(abethunecompany.com

1628 Arthur St.
Hollywood, FL 33020


